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Current approach to designation of supported areas in Croatia is 100 fragmentary
and inadequate for regional policv purposes. A proposal for new categorisation
has been elaborated in order to bring more coherent and reliable methodology
for development level assessment and categorisation of territorial units.
New categorisation is based on a single set of socio-economic indicators
applied both at county and local levels.
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1. Introduction
Categorisation of territorial units for devel-
opment policy purposes is a common procedure in
many countries, particularly in ones with significant
regional disparities. Policy actors apply categorisa-
tion of territorial units with basic goal to highlight
and distinguish areas facing significant socio-eco-
nomic difficulties such as low incomes per capita
and high unemployment from the rest of the coun-
try. Sometimes categorisation also reflects existence
of particular natural handicaps which have negatively
affected well-being of the population living in such
areas, like in case of remote islands or mountainous
parts of the country.
The most known development categorisation
today is probably the one applied by the European
Union Commission which serves as the basis for the
Structural Funds allocations. Objective One, Two and
Three regions have become familiar terms among
many practitioners and academics dealing with vari-
OLlS aspects of the European Union's Cohesion Policy.
Despite the growing importance of Structural Funds
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and therefore the EU supranational methodology for
categorizing regions, it seems that in some cases
national categorisation still matters. One of the key
reasons is that the EU categorisation takes place at
high level of aggregation. For example, population
size of the regions falling under Convergence Ob-
jective should be in range between 800,000 and
3,000,000 inhabitants. Regions formed on the basis
of such criteria are qu ite big for small country like
Croatia, and they could hide significant disparities
existing inside such regions. This has been confirmed
after Croatian authorities recently adopted division
into three regions which should after accession be-
come part of the Convergence Objective (the so
called ''NUTS II" regions). Selected regions are quite
large for Croatian circumstances and rather unsuit-
able as a territorial basis for national regional policy
objectives.
Current national categorisation of supported
areas has many weaknesses. Draft of the National
Regional Development Strategy of Croatia assessed
current approach to categorisation of disadvantaged
areas as too fragmentary and incoherent, at the same
time indicating need for creating more coherent sys-
tem for development assessment and categorisation
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of territorial units. Upon the request from the Minis-
try of the Sea, Tourism, Transport and Development
which is currently in charge of regional policy in
Croatia. a group of experts from the lnstitute for In-
ternational Relations, Zagreb, Croatia, and Ecorys.
the Netherlands, prepared background materials on
the experience of other European countries with re-
gional development categorisation as well as an ini-
tial proposal of new approach to categorisation of
territorial units in Croatia. This paper summarizes
the key results of the project aiming to present them
to the wider public.
The new system includes important changes
in comparison to current practice. Besides identifi-
cation of disadvantaged areas, it provides categori-
zation of all territorial un its according to the level of
development including also county units. The ex-
tension of the categorisation to all territorial units
makes way for a more quality solution of another
important issue of regional development incentives,
i.e. the level of incentives. Directly linking the level
of development with the level of development in-
centives, more coherent and objective framework for
policy design is achieved. Examples are provided to
demonstrate the usefulness of suggested categoriza-
tion. In the second section a short overview of some
relevant experiences with categorisation in the Eu-
ropean Union is given. Third section brings the de-
scription of current approach to categorisation of
supported areas in Croatia. Key features of new cat-
egorisation are presented in the fourth section. The
fifth section comprises results of the simulation of
categorisation performed on data from 2002-2004
period. It also highlights differences in results when
compared to current categorisation. Possibilities for
linking categorisation of units to the level of devel-
opment incentives are presented in sixth section. Fi-
nally, last section summarizes key results.
2. Examples of Categorisation in
the European Union
The primary goal of the categorisation of territorial
units under Cohesion Policy is to ensure concentra-
tion of resources on most disadvantaged parts of the
European Union. Although categorisation itself is
subject to change for every programming period since
1994, the key area of concentration remains the same
- regions with GDP per capita less than 75% of the
Community average. The following table presents
categorisation framework for 2007-2013 period.
It should be noted that categorisation is mostly
based on the units from the EU average. The only
exceptions are regions falling under Regional Com-
petitiveness and Employment Objective where mem-
ber states do not have prescribed criteria for selec-
tion of eligible regions. Nevertheless, categorisation
at the EU level is only partially useful since it is
mostly done on quite high level of aggregation.
Therefore, the description of a system of national
categorisation for two member states which could
serve as a good starting point for Croatia is shown in
Table 2. Slovenia and Estonia have been chosen,
since both countries are small just like Croatia.
r-- I_nstruments Eligibility criteria
Convergence objective (ex Objective 1)
Regions with a GDP/head <75% of average EU25
(NUTS II)
Statistical effect: i
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EUI'o ean territorial co-o eration obiective (ex INTERREG initiative)
i
"Phasing-in" Regions covered by objective I bewcen
2000-06 and not covered by the convergence
Cross-border and transnational Border regions and greater regions of transnational
programmes and networking co-operation
I (ERDF)
Table 1 Categorisation of eligible areas under Cohesion Policy during 2007-2013 period
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Table 2 Development categorisation in Slovenia and Estonia
Eligibility criteria
Slovenia - Economically weak areas and/or municipalities shall be areas covered by those mu-
nicipalities in which, in the last three years, taxable earnings per capita amounted to less
than or equal to 80 per cent of the national average. Economically weak areas shall also be
municipalities in which a population decrease has been recorded in the last ten years.-
Areas with structural problems:- Areas with structural problems and a high unemployment
rate shall be municipalities in which the registered rate of unemployment in the last three
years exceeded the national average by more than 20 per cent.- Areas with structural prob-
lems shall also be those municipalities in which, in the last three years, the active population
employed in agriculture, as a percentage of the total population, has exceeded the national
average by more than 20 per cent.- Developmentally limited border areas and areas with
limited potentials shall be municipalities: - in which areas with limited potentials extend
across more than 50 per cent of the municipality's territory and in which, at the same time,
there has been a population decrease in the last ten years;- that lie along the border with
Austria, Italy and Hungary, if more than half the municipality's territory lies in the ten-kilome-
tre border belt and the population in the municipality has decreased in the last ten years;
and municipalities along the border with Croatia, if more than half the municipality's territory
lies within the ten-kilo metre border belt.
Estonia Regionallevel:- units where average living standard (measured as the average monthly
income per household member) is lower than 75% of the average of Estonia- units where
unemployment rate is higher than 35% of the average of Estonia, - units where income tax
revenues per capita in local budgets are lower than 75% of the average of Estonia, of which
Tallinn has been excluded. Local level:- units where income tax revenues per capita are
lower than 75% of the average of Estonia, of which Tallinn has been excluded.- units where
registered unemployment rate exceeds by more than 35% the average of Estonia.- Islands
have special status
Source: Designation of Areas of Disadvantage Benchmarking Exercise, Ecorys 2005
Slovenia categorizes disadvantaged areas at
local level in several groups, depending on the type
of the problem, which is similar to the approach im-
plemented with the third group ofthe Areas of Spe-
cial State Concern (ASSC). Criteria such as border
position are also included, but in connection to other
indicators, such as change in number of inhabitants.
The threshold for defining disadvantaged areas has
been set to 20% from the national average. Catego-
risation of eligible units in Estonia is made both on
county and local levels and aiming to capture disad-
vantaged units only. The main indicators in Estonia
are the average living standard (measured as the av-
erage monthly income per household member), the
unemployment rate and the income tax revenues per
capita. Islands have been also included due to prob-
lems related to isolation.
3. Present Categorisation of
Supported Areas in Croatia
Present categorisation includes three types of
areas which have been granted special support from
the central level. These are: Areas of Special State
Concern (ASSC), Hilly and mountainous areas
(HMA) and Islands."
The Areas of Special State Concern are di-
vided into three categories.
* Category I: territories of towns and munici-
palities situated immediately along the state border,
which were occupied during the Homeland War;
* Category II: territories of towns, municipali-
ties and settlements that were occupied during the
Homeland War (which are not determined in first
group)
* _Category Ill: municipalities estimated as
being parts of the Republic of Croatia lagging be-
hind in development accord ing to the evaluation pro-
cedure on the basis of four development criteria:
The criteria used for the classification of the
first two groups are the circumstances that occurred
on the basis of the state of occupation and the conse-
quences of the aggression against the Republic of
Croatia and comprise the territories of towns and
municipalities which were occupied during the
Homeland war. For the selection of units in third
group four criteria were introduced, irrespectively
of the state of occupation during the war.' These are:
* The criterion of econom ic development,
comprising areas lagging behind in development,
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which is measured by following basic indicators:
income per capita of the population, proportion of
persons earning an income in the total population,
and incomes of local self....government (without sub-
sidies) units per capita;
* The criterion of structural difficu lties, meas-
ured by unemployment rate. employment rate and
social aid expenditures per capita;
* The demographic criterion, measured by
census population change, educational attainment
rate. population density, age index and vital index;
* A special criterion, applied to the border
municipalities facing additional developmental dif-
ficulties after the change of the republic border into
the state border (along the border with the Republic
of Slovenia. Serbia and Montenegro and B&H) and
to the municipalities with mined areas.
Total number of eligible units has been deter-
mined on the basis of maximum number of inhabit-
ants that can be included in the third group. Accord-
ing to the Law on ASSC, maximum size of popula-
tion covered by the Law must not exceed 15%, which
means that remaining part of the population ceiling
for the third group after deducting population size
of the I st and 2nd groups (around 10.5%) is approxi-
mately around 4.5% of the total population. Eligible
units are selected after calculation of the values of
the economic, structural and demographic criterion
for each unit. These values are calculated as the
weighted average of the rank values of correspond-
ing basic indicators.
Mechanism for checking eligibility of the tar-
geted units to keep their special status is envisaged
only in case of the third category. A unit is excluded
from the third category if it fails to meet the criteria
for remaining into the group for two consecutive
years. The size ofthe population in units which lose
status at the same time determines number of new
entrants.
According to the Law on Hilly and Mountain-
ous Areas", hilly and mountainous areas are divided
into two groups. The first group comprises local units
with negative vital index, below average growth rate,
higher unemployment rate and lower standard ofliv-
ing than the average. Also, units with lower level of
communal infrastructure development and where
public services are in lower shape than the average
level are eligible. The second group comprises local
un its where population due to unfavorable natural
conditions is facing more difficult living conditions.
Furthermore, the Law lists a number of additional
criteria which can be applied such as population den-
sity, height above sea level, and others. The Law or
any other government decree does not specify the
thresholds for mentioned indicators so it remains
unclear how the categorization has been imple-
mented. Also, the duration of the period of eligibil-
ity has not been limted, meaning that after being se-
lected the units keep their status permanently.
The Law on Islands groups islands into two
categories, depending on the level of development
and presence or absence of population.S The Law
only enumerates islands in each category, without
specifying the criteria the categorisation has been
based upon. All three groups of supported areas are
shown in annex. The map of supported areas also
shows that there are counties where only couple of
units is not covered by one of the laws. These are in
most cases urban centres wh ich shou Id serve as the
growth poles of the county. Such categorisation is
obviously not encouraging for the overall county
development and suggests that categorisation should
take into account higher geographical level.
4. Proposal for the
New Categorisation
The primary objective of the new system is to
ensure as much reliable and coherent measurement
framework for assessing socio-economic position of
targeted units as possible. This means that factors
such as the occupation during the war or the pres-
ence of mined areas should be abandoned as criteria
for categorisation and only true socio-economic in-
dicators should be used. Such an approach ensures
that those units which have well recovered despite
the fact of being formerly occupied during the war
do not stay permanently included in thc state sup-
port system. Also. negative effect of mined areas on
overall development is gradually decreasing with the
process of demining. Another currently applied cri-
terion which should be abandoned is the negative
impact of new border along the former Yugoslav re-
public. The reason is that the impact of border var-
ies for different border units, and it is, therefore very
difficult to assess how negative this impact really is.
It is also important that negative impact of new bor-
ders is, in general, gradually decreasing with further
advancement towards the EU integration process.
thus emphasizing the transitional nature of such in-
dicator. In short, new categorisation is based on usual
socio-economic indicators such as income per capita
and unemployment rate.
Important change in comparison with the cur-
rent system for designating units is application or
unique criteria to the entire territory of the Republic
of Croatia. The only exemptions are local units on
islands which were not subject to assessment because
the Ministry of the Sea, Tourism, Transport and De-
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tion of social and economic criteria to the islands
would not make much sense due to particularities of
the islands, i.e., transport isolation, not recognized
by the applied social and economic indicators to the
satisfying extent, at least not directly. Also, the cur-
rent system of categorisation of islands already in-
cludes some development criteria. Furthermore. un-
like the practice so far, the new system proposes as-
sessment and categorisation of units both on county
and local levels. The main reason for the introduc-
tion of county level categorisation is that local level
is often to low geographical level for effective im-
plementation of policy measures. Also, recent re-
search clearly shows that regional disparities in
Croatia are becoming more county level and less lo-
cal level driven (Puljiz. Malekovic, 2007). Never-
theless, the local level should be kept, since the data
show that there are many highly disadvantaged lo-
cal units even in the counties with the average re-
sults which would otherwise been neglected. Such
dual approach makes it possible to prepare different
types of incentive for different geographical level of
units. For example. some measures or projects have
more local impact, while other ones have wider.
county impact. In the first case, central level could
use categorisation of local un its as a basis for deter-
mining size of the support, while in the latter case it
should use county level categorisation.
While the current approach aims to designate
only disadvantaged areas, the new proposal includes
categorisation of all territorial units and not only dis-
advantaged ones. A system wh ich categorizes all ter-
ritorial units has several important advantages com-
pared to the system identifying only disadvantaged
areas. First of all, it does not exclude a priori more
developed areas from benefiting from regional de-
velopment incentives. Such an approach is in accord-
ance with contemporary understanding of regional
policy as a policy which, although concentrated on
disadvantaged areas, promotes and SUPPOltS devel-
opment of all local and regional units (Yulli,
Wish lade, 200 I). It also offers high degree of flex-
ibility for designation of regional development in-
centives. For example, it enables designation of in-
centives intended for all local or county units, but
graded according to different categories of units. On
the other side, it still makes it possible to design in-
centives for disadvantaged areas only.
As it was earlier mentioned. mechanism for
checking eligibility status exists currently only in the
case of the third group of ASSC. According to this
mechanism, a unit loses its status if it fails to fulfil
the criteria for remaining in the system for two con-
secutive years. Considering that two years is a rather
short period, not providing enough security for en-
trepreneurs to plan and invest including additional
administrative problems and expenses due to poten-
tially frequent changes, categorisation period is now
expanded to five years. So, every five years a new
assessment would take place. In case the disadvan-
taged units failed to meet the criteria to keep their
special status. than they would enter a phasing out
period lasting for additional two years after which
they lose all the privileges as disadvantaged units.
Unlike the current practice of using data only
for the last available year, the new system uses aver-
age data obtained on the basis of time series for the
last three available years. In case there are no avail-
able annual data, census data shall be used. Using
the three-year series reduces risk of biased assess-
ments due to some significant short-term effect like,
for example, the presence of huge infrastructural
project in the area. It is also important that the cat-
egorisation of units was made on the basis of the
dev iation from the national average and not accord-
ing to the unit's rank or targeted number of popula-
tion. Finally, just like in case of the third group of
ASSC. weighting of indicators has been appl ied. A II
indicators, although relevant, do not have the same
importance and this standpoint is reflected through
weighting of indicators. Also. weighting enables tak-
ing into account shortcomings of an indicator. For
example, budget revenues of some local units like
Molve stand out significantly due to various conces-
sion rents, which can create a distorted image of real
social and econorn ic circumstances in such units.
Development indicators and
construction of development index
The starting point for the selection of indica-
tors was a group of socio-econom ic indicators cur-
rently applied for categorisation of the third group
of ASSC. Five out of eleven indicators have been
finally selected for new categorisation. The main
reason for reducing the number of indicators is a
change in the general approach to categorisation.
While in the case of the third group of ASSC, units
are classified into three different development di-
mensions (economic, structural and demographic).
they are now classified into single dimension repre-
senting overall development. The idea behind reduc-
tion is to make the overall categorisation more sim-
ple and reliable. More concretely, reasons for abol-
ishing particular indicators were:
* Problems with reliability of the indicator
Considering that unemployment rate is more
accurate indicator than the employment rate due to
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the fact that input data for unemployment rate are
available on an annual basis, while the calculation
ofthe employment rate is based on census data about
working age population, the employment rate was
left out. The social aid indicator per capita was also
abolished due to insufficiently accurate data on the
municipal level. Namely, the data on social aid per
capita are collected at the level of Social Service
Centres which in most cases cover more than one
municipality. Therefore, approximations were nec-
essary in order to obtain municipal level data. Prob-
lems with reliability appeared with population den-
sity at local level as well. Due to significant differ-
ences between urban and rural areas, as well as be-
tween different rural areas, some units score ex-
tremely higher or lower than the others.
* Too high correlation between
particular indicators
High level of correlation means that both in-
dicators measure very similar phenomena and that
the difference in informative value of one indicator
compared to the other is very small. This situation
occurred with indicator of a proportion of persons
realising income in total population in relation to
incomes per capita indicator."
* Too low correlation with key
socio-economic indicators
Considering that primary objective of the meas-
urement is to identify areas with biggest social and
economic problems, additional condition for the in-
clusion of potential indicator is the existence of cer-
tain level ofcorrelation with key social and economic










rate. Considering that vital index and age index have
particularly low correlation with aforementioned in-
dicators, they have not been applied this rime.'
Besides abolishing some indicators, eligibil-
ity of new potential indicator has been checked as
well." In this case it was GDP per capita on county
level. Despite the fact that this indicator is the most
common development indicator, the decision has
been made not to include it immediately, but to leave
it as an option for future assessments. Namely, as
shown in Graph I the ranking of counties based on
GDP per capita data reveals some unexpected re-
sults.
Low ranking of Zagreb County is misleading
as all other indicators point to very high develop-
ment position of this county. The problem is in the
commuting effect as large part of working force is
employed in the City of Zagreb and therefore not
contributing to Zagreb County GDP. On the other
hand, data on wages and unemployment more accu-
rately reveal true development ranking of this county
as they are not influenced by the problem of com-
muting." Also, quite low ranking of Splitsko-
dalmatinska County and relatively high ranking of
Karlovac County are potentially misleading when
compared to other socio-economic data. These un-
expected results are most probably connected with
current methodology of calculation of GDP data
which still faces certain obstacles. Nevertheless, it
can be expected that in the future the reliability of
this indicator will grow and therefore it should be
kept as potential indicator. Five indicators finally
selected for the purpose of assessment and categori-
sation are listed in the following table together with
data sources.
The categorisation of units has been performed
in three steps:
----------------------------------------------------------j
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Personal incomes per capita
Data sources
Table 3 Indicators and data sources-
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Croatia, Tax Office - data
on paid wages and pensions at municipal level;Central Bureau
of Statistics -Population Census 2001, number of population at




Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Croatia - data on budget
revenues for local and county units without subsidies from cen-
tral and county budgetsCentral Bureau of Statistics - Population
Census 2001, number of population at local and county levels
Unemployment rate Croatian Unemployment Service - number of registered unem-
ployed persons at local and county levelsMinistry of Finance -
number of employed persons at local and county level, data ex-
tracted from the report on tax applications
Change in population number Central Bureau of Statistics - Population Census 2001, 1991,
number of population at local and county levels
Educational attainment rate" Population Census 2001 - number of population with secondary
education and higher; number of population over 15 years
a Subsidies include subsidies from abroad and government (63), donations from legal and natural persons (663), and tax incomes
conceded from the side of the central government (1200, 1606). At county level indicators include both local and county unit data.
b Measured as ratio of population with secondary education and higher in population over 15 years
I) calculation of the relative value of indica-
tor (national average set at 100)
2) calculation of composite development in-
dex as the weighted average of indicators' values
3) defining categories on the basis of index
value and assigning units to corresponding categories
Since unemployment indicator is negatively
correlated with the level of development, the value
of this indicator has been multiplied by -I, so that
each variable is now positively correlated with the
level of development. This was necessary in order
to construct the composite index, but it has caused
that some units at local level with extremely high
unemployment rate, now have negative deviation
from the national average, which is at first sight para-
doxical. This is, for example, the case with units with
unemployment rate three times higher than the aver-
age like Kistanje. Nevertheless, this effect does not
have repercussions on validity of ranking and cat-
egorisation of units. This situation could be avoided
by using standardized values of the indicators, but
then another problem would appear. Due to stand-
ardization the dispersion of indicators would be
equalised, but reduced to extremely small value, i.e.
to I. The ranking and categorisation of units with
such a small scale would be difficult. Using stand-
ardised values also means that deviation of units with
very high positive or negative relative values of in-
dicators would be artificially reduced, while in case
of units with very small deviations it would be in-
creased. Since this would also mean a loss of impar-
tiality of assessment it was decided to keep 110n-
standardized values.
INDEX INDICATORS
Table 4 Calculation of development index
WEIGHT
I) Incomes per capita
2) Budget incomes of local 15%
DEVELOP MET INDEX f-an_d_co_u_n_t.,L-yu_n_i.:...:.ls-'p'.:...:.e:....:.r-=c:....:.a~pit_a"_-+ ---4
3) Unernplovmeru rate 30%
25%
I
4) Population change 15%
5) Educational attainment rate 15%
a When assessing and categorizing local county units, data on county budgets as well as related local budgets are used.
units would represent disadvantaged units. Despite the
fact that both units are termed as disadvantaged, their
geographical level is different and therefore they
should be targeted with different policy measures.
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Table 5 Categorisation of county units on the basis of national average
Category Criteria
Category I - counties with development index value below 75% of national average
Category II - counties with development index value between 75% and 100% of national average
Category III - counties with development index value between 100% and 125% of national average
Category IV - counties with development index value above 125% of national average
Table 6 Categorisation of local units on the basis of county average
Category Criteria
Category I - local units with development index value below 50% of national average
Category II - local units with economic development index value between 50 and 75% of
national average
Category III - local units with development index value between 75% and 100% of national average
Category IV - local units with development index value between 100% and 125% of national
average
Category V - local units with development index value above 125% of national average
Composite development index is calculated as
the weighted average deviation from the national aver-
age of five basic indicators. As Table 4 shows, unem-
ployment rate has 30% weight, incomes per capita 25%
and other three indicators J 5% weight. The weights
have been assigned on the basis of expert opinion about
their relevancy for development level assessment.
Next step is to define criteria for categorisa-
lion at county and local levels. County units have
been divided in four different categories in accord-
ance with their relative positions when compared to
the national average. Thresholds for categorisation
are presented in Table 5.
In case of local units the number of categories
has been increased from four to five. The reason is that
differences in development are much more accentuated
at local than at county level and therefore there is sense
to add new extra category to isolate the most disadvan-
taged group of units, those lagging behind more than
50<1"0 (l'0111 the national average. Table 6 shows differ-
ences in the range of values ofthe applied indicators at
county and local levels. The criteria for categorisation
of local units are presented in Table 6.
As it has been previously mentioned, caregori-
sation of all units enables easy identification of dis-
advantaged areas. If a threshold is set at 75% of the
national average, then it is clear that the first category
of county units, and first and second category oflocal
6. Results of New Categorisation
of County and Local Units
based on 2002·2004 Data
In order to verify the proposed model of cat-
egorisation and to get better picture about the differ-
ences in comparison to the current system of catego-
risation. a simulation of the model using 2002-2004
data has been performed. Table 7 shows results of
categorisation on county level.
Results at county level confirm the existence
of significant regional disparities. Only five out of
twenty one counties have above the average devel-
opment index. Majority of county units are placed
in category [I, while only two units exceed national
for more than 25%. As map 2 in Annex shows. the
most disadvantaged counties are mainly situated in
central and eastern part of the country called
Siavonia. The Sibenik-Knin County is the only
coastal county in the first category, but it can be ex-
pected that assessments with more updated data
would probably move this county in the second group
due to very good econom ic recovery in last few years
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Table 7 Results of the categorisation on county level
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Table 8 Results of the categorisation on local level-
Number of Share in Number of Share in total
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I umber of units I Share
141 (OUl or 170) 82.9%~umbcr of ASSC units cunfirrningdisadyallt,~g~Q statu~a _
:\ umber or ASSC units from
category I confirming
rlbad \'::1 n ta ucd status"_ eo _. _ _ __ _. . .._ .. •
Number of ASSC units from
category 2 confirming
dixadvuutaucd status+- --. - -- - -------4-
"umbcr of ASSC units from
category 3 confirming
disadvanta led status" -- - -- ..•
\ulllber of H1\ IA units confirming
di ath antagcd statu.
Toral nuruhcr of \.SSC and HMA
units 10 ing ~lisadv~.!.!l~a(Jed~tatlls __ .'
. lumber of new local units marked
as disadvantaged
42 (out of 48) 87.5%
42 (out 01'53) 79.40/(
57 (OUl of 69) 8:2.6%
9(OUlOf45) 20.0o/c
65(outof215) 30.2 ()
96 (out of 550)
a Calculation does not take into account units where particular settlements have been included in ASSC.
Source: Author's calculation
(mostly due to tourism). Two most developed coun-
ties are the City of Zagreb and the County of lstria
situated in central and western part of the country.
In case of categorisation of units at local level, re-
suits from Table 8 indicate that almost one fifth of
the total number of local units is lagging behind in
development more than 50% from the national aver-
age. The same category encompasses only 8.3% of
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Table 10 Connecting categorisation of county units with the level of incentive
Criteria Incentive
intensity
Category I - counties with development index value I up to 50%below 75% of national average--
Category Il - counties with development index value up to 45%
- between 75% and 100% of national average
Catezorv III - counties with development index value up to 35%::0 J
between 100% and 125% of national average
Category TV - counties with economic development up to 25%
index value above 125% of national average
a The proposed intensities are only an approximation. In case of state aid, intensities need to be additionally differentiated
depending on specific categories of incentives (such as aid for SMEs), as well as other criteria.
total population. indicating that these units are also
facing significant demographic difficulties. The op-
posite situation is in case of most developed un its in
category V. Th is category com prises on Iy 3.5% of
the total number of units, but at the same time it cov-
ers more than 22% of total population. In order to
check the appropriateness of categorisation of units
at local level I have calculated total number of popu-
lation living outside the counties in category I, but
inside the local units living in category I and II. The
calculation shows that number of inhabitants living
in disadvantaged local units outside the disadvan-
taged county units is 493,316. or 11.1 % of the total
population. Such high number of inhabitants living
in local units outside the disadvantaged counties jus-
tifies the decision to keep the categorisation of units
at local level.
Map 3 in the Annex confirms that majority of
disadvantaged units is situated in central and east-
ern part of the country and especially along the bor-
der with Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia. It also
shows that in some counties with relatively good
county results like the Duborvnik-Neretva there is a
significant number of local units considerably lag-
ging behind. The most balanced county development
has been identified in Istria county where all local
units have above the average development index. The
similar result, but with opposite socio-economic situ-
ation is found in some disadvantaged counties like
the Brod-Posavina, where all units except county seat
are lagging behind the national average by more than
25%. In the next step, compliance of the current sys-
tem of categorisation with the new one is checked
by observing how many of ASSC and HMA units
have been marked as disadvantaged according to the
new categorisation.
Results of the simulation indicate that current
ASSC coverage is highly coherent with criteria ap-
plied by the new system of categorisation. In other
words, ASSC areas indeed represent areas with most
significant socio-economic difficulties. This is par-
ticularly the case with the first category of ASSC
where 87.5% units fulfil new criteria defining dis-
advantaged units. The opposite is in the case of HMA.
Only 20% of current HMA units would keep their
status as disadvantaged areas. Such results indicate
that majority of HMA units does not have the basis
in applied socio-economic indicators which would
justify their inclusion in special state support scheme
such as HMA. Results from Table 10 also suggest
that there exists significant number of local units
currently outside of any government support scheme.
7. Linking Categorisation of
Units with the Level of Regional
Development Incentives
The proposed categorisation can easily be uti-
lized for better targeting of policy measures by link-
ing development level of units to the level of regional
development incentives." Regional development
incentives can be linked to development level in sev-
eral ways, but the two are most common. One way is
to propose different intensities of incentives depend-
ing on the various levels of development. Another
way is to link total financial value of the incentive
with different categories by granting the largest share
oftotal incentives'financial value to the least devel-
oped areas. This is in line with practice of the Euro-
pean Commission in case of the Structural Funds
allocation where for each financial prospective the
proportion of funds is earmarked for significantly
underdeveloped areas, i.e. for areas under Conver-
gence Objective."
The European Union Guidelines on National
Regional Aid as well as national Law and Decree on
State Aid in detail elaborate the allowed intensities
of state aid and their linkage to the level of regional
unit's development.'? However, two things should
be pointed out. Firstly, state and regional aid rules
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cover aid for businesses, while other incentives. like
for example subventions for local budgets are out of
the scope. Secondly, state and regional aid rules are
mainly designed at above county levels, thus ignor-
ing social and economic disparities at local level.
Therefore, there is still enough grounds for the ex-
istence of additional development categorisation such
as the one proposed here. Of course, in case of in-
centives for businesses, every additional attempt of
their categorisation has to comply with mentioned
State Aid rules.
Tables 10 and 11 illustrate possible ways of
categorisations of incentives. Table 10 links devel-
opment incentive intensity to unit's development
level. whereas Table II links the share in total fi-
nancial value of an incentive to unit's development
level. Both tables refer to county level, but in the
same manner the illustration can be performed for
the local level.
In this case, beneficiaries in less developed
units would be entitled to a higher relative share of
government subsidy with respect to the total cost of
the project. An example where such categorisation
could be applied is SliPPOIt for investments into busi-
ness zone development, preparation of training
schemes for SMEs, or direct support to SMEs for
purchase of new technology. It is important to em-
phasise that proposed boundaries are only for illus-
tration and that they should be adjusted depending
on the type and logic of particular incentive and tak-
ing into account State Aid Rules. The following ta-
ble suggests another possibility of using categorisa-
tion as the basis for incentives. It connects categori-
sation of units to the total financial value of incen-
tives, i.e. it ensures that least developed units are
indeed entitled to the greatest share in total financial
value of the incentive/measure.
The implementation of such or similar distri-
butions of incentives guarantees policy focus on ar-
eas with greatest social and economic needs, but at
the same time it does not exclude more developed
areas from benefiting from the incentives.
8. Conclusions
The new approach to territorial units' devel-
opment level assessment and categorisation has some
important advantages over the current system. First
of all, it offers a unique framework for the assess-
ment and categorisation of units instead of having
several different systems for categorisation of areas.
The new approach relies only on indicators with high-
est reliability for assessing socio-economic condi-
tions of units such as incomes per capita and unem-
ployment rate and leaves out indicators whose im-
pact on socio-econom ic development is hard to meas-
ure such as border position or existence of mined
areas. The second major change refers to the expan-
sion of categorisation from exclusively underdevel-
oped areas to all territorial units, which is in accord-
ance with contemporary understanding of regional
policy as a policy that encourages the development
of all areas, although it remains focused on underde-
veloped areas. Such a way of categorisation makes
it possible to easily track development position and
dynamics of every county and local unit in the coun-
try. It also helps flexible designing of policy meas-
ures. Policy measures can be designed both for one
category only, but also for more categories. In the
latter case level of incentive can be adjusted to the
level of development of each category. Also impor-
tant, proposed categorisation includes both county
and local units thus further contributing to flexibil-
ity of the whole system as it enables policy makers
Table 11 Connecting categorisation of local units with concentration of incentives
'"' ..
Criteria Share in total Share in total
population value ofincentive
Category I
- counties with development index
~
value below 75% of national average
2.,4% up to 40%
--- -f--
- counties with development index
Category If value between 75% and 100% of national 40.7% up to 30%,
!I average_k __ •• I --~ - counties with development index I
Category lU value between J 00% and 125% of 16.6% I up to 20%
____" ___ national average I-1---------_._---I - counties with economic I
Category IV I development index value above 125% of 22.3% up to 10%
national average
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to prepare various types of incentives for different eluded in one of state support systems do not fulfil
geographical levels of targeted areas. Simulations socio-economic criteria to keep their status. These
indicated that there is currently a significant number results represent additional arguments for the intro-
of units with considerable socio-economic difficul- duction of a new more coherent system for categori-
ties outside of any state support system. On the other sation of territorial units in Croatia.
hand. considerable number of units currently in- •
Annex:
Rankings of county units according to applied indicators and development index on the basis
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Map 1: Supported areas in Croatia
Areas of Special State Concern
D Hilly and Mountainous Areas
D Islands
No. of Share in Share in
units total total
popul. surface
ASSC 180 15,3% 48,5%
HMA 45 4,8% 10,5 %
. "Q" - 50 2,9% 5,3%
Total 275 23,0% 64,3%
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